SharedSpaces Mingle

Abstract

SharedSpaces is a WebRTC design prototype that creates a virtual media space where people can mingle and interact. Although you are in different locations, you appear side by side in front of a chosen backdrop. This interactive installation addresses spatial and social connectedness, stressing the importance of integrating architectural and spatial features to support complex social dynamics in mediated interaction. The tool engages users in manipulating their real-time video-streams, creatively co-designing a shared mediated space that fits a contextual need. It supports social dynamics by allowing users to draw and paint together and to move and resize video streams. Further, it enhances grounding and social cues by merging video-streams and space, representing users as if they were in the same space. Standard and easily available equipment is used. Recent user studies show that a seamless integration of space, social dynamics and shared activity benefits the experience of presence, naturalness, immersion/engagement and social connectedness.
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Introduction
In the last decade there has been numerous attempts to reach beyond the "talking heads" and the 16:9 paradigm [8]. The most elaborate solutions have integrated heavy hardware in spaces where users benefit from how activity and social space are brought together through design, yet in very costly interiors [3]. On the other hand, new standards for web-based communication (WebRTC, HTML5) facilitate a representation of participants and activity space, simply via a web interface, with the help of a webcam and computer. In terms of further development, many web applications for mediated interaction focus on technical maturation (e.g. automatic bandwidth reduction, switching microphone on/off through sound detection algorithms, adding additional tools for cooperative tasks, etc.). In contrast, we hypothesize that multiparty interaction, and in particular naturalness [7], and immersion/engagement, will benefit from spatial, social and shared activity features in one seamless (virtual) space. Our ongoing design research specifically addresses the fusion of spatial connectedness (a term describing how well users perceive that real space is integrated with virtual space) and social connectedness (how well users perceive social dynamics/cues and their relationship with others in mediated space during interaction).

In the larger context our research seeks to create a seamless mediated space for social interaction and shared activity by integrating live and/or stored media streams combined with software applications (e.g. physical sensors and actuators) that can provide live feedback and empower users to actively control features in local (as well as remote) and virtual spaces.

Our work in context
Over twenty-five years have passed since Bill Buxton and his colleagues [1] used architectural spaces as a reference for the Hydra studies in which they showed the importance of spatial cues and design as a prerequisite for presence in shared 'person spaces' and remote collaboration. They challenged media, as a new field, to achieve what architecture as a mature discipline already does: support physical proximity by activity-based design.

Today, the field of presence is arguably mature – nevertheless still lacks in adequate terminology to also discuss how spatial connectedness and the experience of proximity and activity benefit and support the social connectedness. Spatial connectedness indicates that architectural design is as important in mediated environments as in real spaces for human interaction. In architecture, spatial features such as proximity, visibility and layout may stimulate interaction and collaboration [5]. Architectural design equally creates spatial dividers, walls and barriers by e.g. geographically separating offices or domestic environments, seeking to harbor privacy, security, but also (social) exclusion and loneliness [2]. Equally, in shared mediated spaces, the individual experience of presence is negotiated as part of a process to establish trust and confirmation from the remote party/parties [4, 6]. An ongoing construction of a sense of place is informed by a series of spatial and social cues, i.e. 'reality tests' carried out by participants, who seek fast, consistent and reliable confirmation that the interaction
can be trusted – in which case they can temporarily agree to suspend their judgment in favor of a ‘willing suspension of disbelief’. In a broader context, social connectedness is a layered construct that describes how people relate and connect with one another in society and social groups [9]. The linking factor between spatial and social connectedness is the ambition to design mediated spaces that support and enhance trust-building processes and secure this common ground and interaction rituals.

In sum, the most important prerequisites for spatial and social connectedness are: a sense of shared space is established (presence); and to the extent that necessary cues needed for social interaction, grounding, and common understanding are secured (social presence); as well as a sense of naturalness in relation to the environment as a whole and to the individual self (naturalness); and an integration of activities (interaction rituals) that express social dynamics and create involvement (immersion & engagement).

**Aim of the work**

Our aim with this interactive installation is to present how our design prototype SharedSpaces serves the seamless merging of spaces, social interaction and shared activities in a virtual space, hereby seeking to enhance the experience of (social) presence, naturalness, immersion and engagement and social connectedness.

**SharedSpaces design**

SharedSpaces adds to the quality of experience of spatial and social connectedness by representing multiple users side by side on a screen, with the possibility to draw together and to customize their sizes and backdrops. This engages users in manipulating their real-time video-streams, creatively co-designing a shared mediated space (media space) that fits their contextual needs. It supports social dynamics by allowing users to change position and resize video streams and enhances grounding and social cues by merging video-streams and space, representing users as if they were “side by side”.

Video-streams are merged using a WebRTC green-screen component for background removal. Users can easily upload new backdrops, images or live-feeds. Since the manipulation of video-streams is so easy, a user could also host others in his/her real space by simply removing the green background in his/her physical space or adding an additional video-stream of his/her space and maximizing this video-stream using it as a backdrop. Others will be merged into this backdrop. Furthermore, users can draw and paint on the screen/space as a whole, creating possibilities for co-creation and strengthening social exchange.

All that users need in order to try this prototype is a computer with webcam, an Internet connection, Google Chrome (or another browser supporting WebRTC), and a green background. No additional software needs to be installed. Users will be asked to login. The url to the prototype is [https://r1.kth.se/smartspaces/fun](https://r1.kth.se/smartspaces/fun).

**A description of the audience the work intends to serve.**

By offering a context of social mingling, the interactive installation seeks to attract conference participants, such as interaction designers, experience designers, architects, WebRTC developers and IoT service...
innovators. From previous exposure and from user studies we have noticed that the prototype is attractive to a wide range of target audiences, e.g. teenagers.

**Relevance of the work to the CHI community**
SharedSpaces offers a fun, novel and aesthetically appealing approach by engaging users in multiple locations to manipulate their real-time video-streams, hereby targeting co-creation from the integration of spatial and social features. The design prototype SharedSpaces adds a spatial quality of experience by representing the users side by side in a shared virtual space. It is an example of innovative services increasingly available, inviting users to seamlessly move between real and virtual spaces using a range of previously separated media channels. This provides new challenges for HCI designers and calls for interdisciplinary research, new conceptual tools and methodologies to adequately design and represent content in ways that are meaningful and contribute quality of experience to users in various contexts. Recent user studies show that a seamless integration of space, social dynamics and shared activity benefits the experience of presence, naturalness, immersion/engagement and social connectedness. Continued research seeks to enhance the current prototype and to carry out evaluations in various contexts, in order to further explore the relationship between spatial and social connectedness in the context of shared activities in different domains (work, domestic and public environment).
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